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Alieno Preamplifier 
The Alieno preamplifier stands out for some peculiar technical features, 

most of them are absolutely exclusive.

Alieno’s technology: 
the same innovative technology used in our 250 LTD power amp is used in 

Alieno preamp allowing to obtain a powerful yet ultra refined signal.  
From the inputs to the outputs connectors, a minimal crystal-clear signal path 
managed by a selected couple of NOS ECC82 tubes, ensures transparency, 

accuracy and speed of the musical signal, while the exclusive 
Alieno power supply technology (section of strategic importance 

where works a selected couple of 6H30), guarantees energy, 
dynamic and control far beyond any comparison.

It must be pointed out that Alieno’s technology offers a virtually distortion-free 
signal handling that makes useless the use of feedback which is 

absolutely not used in none of the preamplifier stages.

On top of a rigidly dual mono implementation, Alieno Pre employs four 
independent power supply units, beside the ones exclusively dedicated to 

cathodes and services; this ensures a powerful power supply to 
all the amplification stages. Moreover each PSU acts in a “virtual battery” mode, 

thanks to the use of special capacitors whose value an topology 
has never been used before in preamplifiers construction.

Ground separation not only between the various inputs but also between 
each stereo channel of the same input: this ensures a superior 

clearness and intelligibility of even the more subtle nuances and 
a better soundstage’s representation.

Each inputs allows interface’s optimization with the source of the signal 
by means of fine tuning of the sensitivity and value of the load. 

Moreover there’s the option to have a dedicated input for pro sources 
with floating balanced connection.

The volume’s control is of utmost importance in a preamplifier; typically it’s made 
by a variable resistor which controls the signal in transit. The most adopted 

techniques in high end audio are either the potentiometer (i.e. a variable resistor 
based on a sliding contact), or a series of fixed value resistors. 

Alieno preamplifier relies on technology which encompasses a step-free behaviour, 
like the one of potentiometers, coupled with the superior sonic transparency 

of fixed value resistors.  This implementation is absolutely transparent to 
the final user who perceives the same feeling of a traditional volume control.
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